WITH INNOVATIVE AND DRAMATIC DIRECTIONS, CORIAN® DESIGN INTRODUCES IMAGINATIVE AESTHETICS THAT STIMULATE NEW IDEAS AND EXPAND YOUR DESIGN POSSIBILITIES TO MAKE YOUR SPACE™.
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From a world filled with rich inspiration, Corian® Design has extracted visions from areas as diverse as the forest, midcentury modern design, translucent stone, and industrial decor. The aesthetics that have emerged emphasize the intention and trend-forward mission of Corian® Design and offer unique possibilities for design styles and applications.

Corian® Design’s new Solid Surface and Quartz aesthetics realize designs that can inspire your creativity in bold directions. Whether used individually or coordinated with various aesthetics, they all provide the opportunity to Make Your Space™.

COVER PAGE: Two-toned kitchen interior with custom-designed Corian® sink, backsplash in Corian® Quartz (Bianco Marmor color); countertops in Corian® Solid Surface (Carbon Aggregate color) with side panels in Corian® Solid Surface (Carbon Concrete color).
NUWOOD: Classic, familiar, natural and now completely new, Nuwood is inspired by one of nature’s most beautiful materials: wood. But the beauty extends beyond the initial design to the possibilities you can imagine. Bend it, shape it, carve it, your creativity is boundless with the design options of this new Corian® Solid Surface. From the richness of Mahogany Nuwood to the sunwashed look of Beech Nuwood, the innovative and inspired Nuwood aesthetic establishes an entirely new way to create with the classic look of wood.

ONYX: The new additions to the Onyx aesthetic take a bold and colorful leap. They embrace the natural world with the new Jade Onyx and Golden Onyx. The swirling variations of the green or gold colors create depth and energy that is beautiful to behold. Beyond the stunning surface lies another layer of beauty: translucence. Corian® Onyx can be illuminated to create a glow that further enhances the aesthetic’s allure. Illuminated from above, or from below, Corian® Onyx creates a multi-layered aesthetic for spaces that are classic or contemporary, and is now as colorful as it is unique.

SOLID: Color, pure and simple, makes a trend statement of carefree nature. Corian® Design’s new solid colors, Verdant and Laguna, are integral to contemporary living. Verdant is a rich green and slightly toned to ease its harmonizing with muted hues. Laguna celebrates a new direction for blue, clean and simple, and reminiscent of a day spent by sparkling water. These new hues are desirable for residential and commercial applications capturing the spirit of color direction on an international scale.

AGGREGATE: Aggregate expresses the evolution of industrial aesthetics with four colors and a look that can transition between design styles and applications. Created specifically to coordinate with the Corian® Concrete aesthetic, the unique designs add visual texture and movement, and enhanced options with their subtle looks. Channeling a modern, yet timeless composition, the four hues, quiet Neutral Aggregate, light gray Ash Aggregate, toned taupe Weathered Aggregate, and near-black Carbon Aggregate, are named in collaboration with Corian® Concrete.

TERRAZZO: Inspired by midcentury modern design aesthetics, the Terrazzo collection combines classic backgrounds with angular elements of white, gray, and black. Domino Terrazzo teases the eye as its white background dances with dark particles. Pebble Terrazzo creates a subdued look as its gray ground is embedded with low contrast particles. Basalt Terrazzo is dramatic with its black base and light, contrasting chips. The effect is dimensional, stylish and infinitely applicable for interior spaces.

LINEAR: The Linear aesthetic unites sharp, modern and chic qualities into the two new colors of Silver Linear and Sepia Linear. Variegated lines of color streak through a white background and define the new parallel veining in variations of either grays or browns. Vertical or horizontal applications benefit from the strong presence of the design, which can create uninterrupted lines or be staggered to create a stunning staccato effect.
NEUTRAL AGGREGATE

The light hue of Neutral Aggregate belies its strong aesthetic. Though quiet at first glance, the particles within the surface reveal robust design elements. Related to Neutral Concrete, Neutral Aggregate’s pale color is coordinated to offer a broadened design range. The simple design embraces multiple style directions as it maintains its soft flowing background and adds staccato movement to add further depth. Whether home or office, the unique look creates an exclusive design statement.
CARBON AGGREGATE

Dynamic and authoritative, with a dusky gray color inspired by Carbon Concrete, Carbon Aggregate intensifies its rich aesthetic with dimension and movement. It asserts a profound color statement with its dark hue and flowing background, all enhanced with fragments that add to the visual strength of the design. Carbon Aggregate creates a powerful and substantial look to enrich commercial and residential environments, whether used as a single statement or combined with other aesthetics.

Two-toned kitchen interior with custom-designed Corian® sink, backsplash in Corian® Quartz (Bianco Marmor color); countertops in Corian® Solid Surface (Carbon Aggregate color) with side panels in Corian® Solid Surface (Carbon Concrete color).
WEATHERED AGGREGATE

The warm taupe color of Weathered Aggregate acquires added attraction with the addition of particulates throughout its surface. Related to Weathered Concrete, this aesthetic takes on an advanced technical look that appears both modern and natural. Those qualities create the capability of enhancing practically any environment. Weathered Aggregate is an ideal balance between familiar and comforting color, and unique, innovative design prepared to create industrial modern appeal.

Mirror border and countertop in Corian® Solid Surface (Weathered Aggregate color) surrounds a Corian® vanity and contrasts with the natural wood cabinetry.
ASH AGGREGATE

The light gray hue and monochromatic movement of Ash Aggregate is enhanced with scattered particles that create a robust visual presence. Ash Aggregate is self-assured with a design that can stand on its own, or allow another element to take center stage. It is a deliberate neutral color statement that becomes a statement beyond its neutrality.

Industrial chic eatery decorated with monolithic serving station block in Corian® Solid Surface (Ash Aggregate color) with base trim in Corian® Solid Surface (Carbon Concrete color); serving station tabletops in Corian® Solid Surface (Neutral Aggregate color).
PEBBLE TERRAZZO

Defining a modern industrial look, Pebble Terrazzo’s muted colors and diverse patterning unite to suggest an easy transition of style. The subtle background of gray is given a catalyst of vitality with the angular white particles embedded throughout its surface. Equally adept at enhancing contemporary spaces, as well as traditional looks, Pebble Terrazzo is introduced as a modern classic.

Kitchen countertops and side panels in Corian® Solid Surface (Pebble Terrazzo color) evoke a midcentury atmosphere.
BASALT TERRAZZO

Basalt Terrazzo infuses dark, formal aesthetics with an invigorating contrast. The design’s black ground is scattered with gray and white chips that remain true to its midcentury modern roots, but advance the look to a thoroughly modern allure. Desired for its modern design, Basalt Terrazzo can easily transition to more traditional looks and is a welcome aesthetic in the boardroom as well as the bedroom.

Elongated corporate boardroom tabletop in Corian® Solid Surface (Basalt Terrazzo color); a trio of wall panels at one end of conference room in Corian® Quartz (Ashen Gray color).
DOMINO TERRAZZO

Animated with high contrast black and white, the Domino Terrazzo aesthetic brings midcentury modern inspiration to life. Though the color combination is simple, the dynamic play of dark, sharply defined particles against the light background creates a distinct energy that is playful to the eye, yet retains its high-end style. Domino Terrazzo sets a new standard for design in the home, at the office, or anywhere a design statement is desired.

Wall panel relief in Corian® Solid Surface (Domino Terrazzo and Verdant colors) designed for a modern operatory.
SILVER LINEAR

With deft strokes, Silver Linear defines clean, modern aesthetics with an array of gray hues streaming through its white background. The color contrast offers a sharp, dynamic approach to its design and creates a stylish look with vertical or horizontal applications. “Classically modern” describes the look which is a new alternative for traditional and contemporary design. Silver Linear delivers continuous movement and color that celebrates design with a new aesthetic energy.

Hotel suite bathroom with wall and countertop in Corian® Solid Surface (Silver Linear color) featuring a pair of Corian® vanities; open shelving beneath basins in Corian® Solid Surface (Ash Aggregate color).
SEPIA LINEAR

Striking, sweeping veins of beige and brown course through the surface of Sepia Linear and energize this neutral-hued creation. The look is natural, as if sliced from the earth, and offers a stylish, straightforward alternative for directional veining. With subtle coloring balancing the strong aesthetic, Sepia Linear achieves an understated design dynamic suited to transitional designs as well as quiet, modern looks.

Bathroom walls in Corian® Solid Surface (Sepia Linear color) paired with classic bathroom fixtures and custom Corian® shower tray.
Light and clean, innovative Beech Nuwood appears sunwashed with an aesthetic that is natural and refreshing. The pale beige coloring and natural graining mimic the beauty of natural beech wood and create a design suggestive of relaxation and ease. Beech Nuwood’s aesthetic, inspired by natural wood’s characteristics, comprises subtle movement and gentle color to create an easygoing style.
With a masterful presence, Mahogany Nuwood balances its sumptuous, classic roots with a commanding sense of modern style. The warm brown color and richly grained aesthetic are an advanced homage to the natural beauty of mahogany and create a look that embraces a distinct style. From residential to commercial interiors, traditional as well as contemporary design, the timeless appeal of Mahogany Nuwood reigns supreme.
GOLDEN ONYX

Gold, desired and with enduringly chic, establishes the new aesthetic of Golden Onyx. Warm golden yellows flow through its crisp white background creating a look that can be casual or opulent. The swirling pattern is a mere element of the design as its translucent quality allows light to permeate and illuminate the surface. With patterning and coloring that stir emotions, and translucence presenting a new level of possibilities, Golden Onyx offers a combination of fashionable aesthetics and enduring style.

Wall panels in translucent Corian® Solid Surface (Golden Onyx color) in contemporary bathroom space outfitted with Corian® vanities and countertops in Corian® Quartz (Bianco Marmor color).
VERDANT AND LAGUNA

A world lush with vegetation, and teeming with technology, such are the inspirations for Verdant. This new green tone encapsulates the best of nature’s inspirations with the modern influence of technology. Created to bridge multiple worlds of influence, Verdant conjures both nature and machine. It soothes the psyche as it suggests cooling forests, and engages the eye with its look of a softened, metallic patina. Its duality is key for multiple commercial and residential applications, and for introducing a green that is modern and fresh.

Laguna suggests moments by the water and time spent relaxing with friends and family. This new, rich blue is distinctly natural, genial and a trend-forward alternative to navy. Commercial and residential applications benefit from this versatile hue as it suggests classic design and carefree lifestyles. It can appear as crisp as a casual blazer, as sparkling as the sea, or as quiet as a lake. Laguna is the blue of endless summer, and endless design possibilities.

Café counters and side panels in Corian® Solid Surface (Laguna color) paired with tabletops and bench seating in Corian® Solid Surface (Verdant color).
THE CORIAN® QUARTZ PALETTE WILL FEATURE SIX NEW HIGH GLOSS AESTHETICS AND FOUR WITH A SOFT LEATHERED TEXTURE. THE NEW COLLECTION OFFERS A SUBTLE TABLEAU OF HUES AND DESIGNS THAT ARE ANYTHING BUT MUTED. FROM PURE WHITE TO DEEP GRAY, THE COLORS RESIDE WITHIN RICH AESTHETICS AND THE INTRODUCTIONS OFFER STRIKING INTERPRETATIONS OF NATURE.

Beginning with Bianco Pur and Bianco Marmor, crisp white is used as the basis for either a pure color statement, or as the foundation for a flowing marble aesthetic. Oyster Grigio and Geo Grigio display soft, neutral backgrounds with veining and particles coursing through the surface inspired by their geologic origins. Ashen Gray and Slate Geo, respectively, offer light and dark gray colorations that are comprised of restrained veins and quiet movement.

The new designs of Corian® Quartz are created to not only enhance a space, but to create environments in which the aesthetics offer superb color and design possibilities beyond their subtle appearance.
BIANCO PUR

A color as simple and pure as its name, the sharp white of Bianco Pur is unadulterated style. It calls to mind the brightness of a cloud, the frothiness of the sea’s white caps, or the sparkle of a distant star. Its applications, much like its pure hue, are boundless. It is fresh, direct, and exceptional look for design spaces.

Kitchen countertops in Corian® Quartz (Bianco Pur color) matched with two Corian® sinks.
BIANCO MARMOR

Beginning with a white ground, Bianco Marmor is enhanced with dappled gray veining throughout its surface. Classic in inspiration, timeless in execution, the color and pattern are a traditional look that has taken on a modern sensibility.
OYSTER GRIGIO

The subtle color of an oyster shell infuses Oyster Grigio with a natural look. Soft gray is enhanced with deeper gray veining throughout its surface, sparked with occasional light particles. Its geologic origins inspire its aesthetic design; its understated appearance defines its ultimate beauty.
ASHEN GRAY

Ashen Gray’s variations of veins and elements, create an aesthetic that feels light and familiar, yet is still undeniably new. The cool gray of atmospheric vapor affords inspiration as the design’s swirling pattern creates a moment of calm and ease.

Countertops and kitchen island in Corian® Quartz (Ashen Gray) paired with backsplash in Corian® Solid Surface (Neutral Aggregate color).
GEO GRIGIO

Monochromatic elements reside within the serene coloring of Geo Grigio while narrow veins add definition and detail. By design, Geo Grigio invites closer inspection to reveal the delicate elements that give it life and energy from its geologic inspirations.

Bathroom countertop and shelving in Corian® Quartz (Geo Grigio color) with wall panels in Corian® Solid Surface (Neutral Concrete color).
SLATE GEO

Fine, light colored graining is incorporated with more dramatic veins to give Slate Geo its statement making presence. Though its dark gray color maintains a quiet dignity, it nonetheless commands attention as an aesthetic capable of being center stage.

Lobby space with oversized wall panels in staggered array in Corian® Solid Surface (Sepia Linear color) with reception desk in Corian® Quartz (Slate Geo color).
Enter a realm of greater opportunities, where your sense of style can be expanded to fulfill your design ambitions. Corian® Design announces four new leathered texture aesthetics with which to design and drive your creative ideas.

The four new aesthetics of Venetia Cream Leathered, Coarse Pepper Leathered, Storm Grey Leathered, and Dove Grey Leathered, may seem familiar, and indeed they are. Selected from existing on-trend and superlative Corian® Quartz designs, the new additions add new sheen level and texture to the range. It is the best of worlds as you can now select the ideal looks for your projects.

The color and inherent patterns remain, but the new, unique looks introduce a completely different type of style, as well as increasing your design options. The low-sheen finish emits a quieter beauty that intrigues the eye, and the subtly pebbled texture engages touch, proposing a moment to pause and consider the surroundings. Together, they take the individual patterns to new levels of design aesthetics.

Corian® Quartz Leathered aesthetics enhance designed environments as different as home, retail, hospitality or office space. The new aesthetics can be used individually to gently advance the design of a space, or be combined with their higher sheen counterparts to create stunning contrasts of sheen and texture.

Modern colors, beautiful designs, and proven style merge in a new aesthetic to become the essence of Corian® Quartz Leathered.
Corian® Design, a division of the DuPont company, is a global organization which creates, manufactures and markets advanced materials, products and solutions for interior design and architecture, originating from a foundation of world-class technologies and expertise.

Marketed under the Corian® brand and the Make your Space™ tagline, its materials, products and solutions meet the most demanding requirements in terms of beauty, functionality and durability.

The Corian® Design global portfolio is continuously evolving and it currently includes Corian® Solid Surface, Corian® Quartz, Corian® Elements and Corian® Exteriors.